Anthropology

Douglas Armstrong - Maxwell Professor of Teaching Excellence; Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor for Teaching Excellence

Book Chapters:


Articles:

A.H. Peter Castro – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

Christopher DeCorse – Professor

**Book Chapter:**

Azra Hromadzic – Assistant Professor

**Article:**
“‘Only When the Spider Web Becomes Too Heavy’: Youth, Unemployment and the Social Life of Waiting in Postwar and Postsocialist Bosnia-Herzegovina.” *Journal of Social Policy (Revija za Socijalna Politika),* 11:45-87

**Book Review:**

Shannon Novak – Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Article:**
Deborah Pellow – Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Guido Pezzarossi – Assistant Professor

Book Chapter:

Robert Rubinstein – Professor

Book Chapter:

Book Review:

Maureen Trudelle Schwarz – Professor

Articles:

Theresa Singleton – Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**

“La vie à l’intérieur d’une enceinte de murailles: Archéologie d’une communauté d’esclaves de Cuba” (Living within a wall enclosure: An Archaeology of a Cuban Slave Community) *Archéologie de l’esclavage colonial*. Eds. André Depuech and Jean-Raul Jacob, L’Institut national de recherches archéologiques preventives[Inrap], La Découverte, Paris, pp. 183-197.

**Encyclopedia Entry:**

Cecilia Van Hollen – Associate Professor

**Book Review:**

Susan Wadley – Ford Maxwell Professor of South Asian Studies

**Book Editor:**
*South Asia in the World*, M.E. Sharpe, 295 pp.

**Book Chapters:**

“Religions of South Asia”, *South Asia in the World*, Ed. Susan Snow Wadley, M.E. Sharpe, pp. 81-95.

“Social Change in Rural India”, *South Asia in the World*, Ed. Susan Snow Wadley, M.E. Sharpe, pp. 111-129.

Economics

Badi Baltagi – Distinguished Professor of Economics

Articles:


Encyclopedia Chapter:
Solutions Manual:

Donald Dutkowsky – Professor

Articles:


Gary Engelhardt – Melvin A. Eggers Economics Faculty Scholar; Professor

Article:

Alfonso Flores-Lagunes – Professor

Articles:
“The Role of Degree Attainment in the Differential Impact of Job Corps on Adolescents and Young Adults.” Research in Labor Economics, 40:113-156 (with M. Bampasidou, C. Flores and D. Parisian).


William Horrace – Professor

Book:
Festschrift in Honor of Peter Schmidt: Econometric Methods and Applications. Eds. W.C.
Book Chapter:

Book Review:

Chihwa Kao – Professor

Article:

Jerry Kelly – Distinguished Professor

Articles:


Yoonseok Lee – Assistant Professor

Article:

Mary E. Lovely – Melvin A. Eggers Economics Faculty Scholar; Professor

Article:
Devashish Mitra

Articles:


Piyusha Mutreja – Assistant Professor

Article:

Stuart Rosenthal – Maxwell Advisory Board Professor of Economics; Professor

Articles:


Perry Singleton – Associate Professor

Article:
Geography

Jacob Bendix – Associate Professor

Article:

Peng Gao – Associate Professor

Article:

Matt Huber – Assistant Professor

Book Chapter:

Book Review Rebuttal:

Natalie Koch – Assistant Professor

Articles:


**Book Reviews:**


Susan Millar – Associate Professor

**Article:**

Don Mitchell – Distinguished Professor

**Articles:**


**Editorial:**

**Book Reviews**


Mark Monmonier – Distinguished Professor

Book:

Book Chapter:

Tom Perreault – Professor

Book:
Minería, Agua y Justicia Social en los Andes: Experiencias Comparativas de Peru y Bolivia (“Mining, Water and Social Justice in the Andes: Comparative Experiences of Peru and Bolivia). Cusco: Centro Bartolomé de las Casas and La Paz: PIEB

Book Chapters:


Article:
David Robinson – DellPlain Professor of Latin American Geography

Journal Editor:

Tod Rutherford – Professor

Article:

Farhana Sultana – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


Articles:

“By Whose Words Shall We Know, and to What End? Genealogies and its Others in Geography” Dialogues in Human Geography, 4(3):335-338.


Robert Wilson – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:
Article:
“Reflections on the American Environment.” Journal of Historical Geography, 43:152-168 (with Wynn, Graeme, Craig Colten, Martin V. Melosi, Mark Fiege, and Diana K. Davis).

Annotated Bibliography:

Jamie Winders – O’Hanley Faculty Scholar; Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


Articles:


Book Review:
History

Alan Allport – Assistant Professor

Book Reviews:


Craige Champion – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


Albrecht Diem – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:


'Einleitung zur Übersetzung der Regula Donati', Donatus of Besançon, Nonnenregel, transl. by Katharina Hauschild, St. Ottilien: EOS Verlag, pp.7-25.

Book Review
Michael Ebner – Associate Professor

Book Reviews:


Carol Faulkner – Professor

Book Review:

Media Review:

Jeffrey Gonda – Assistant Professor

Article:

Book Review:

Paul Hagenloh – Associate Professor

Book Review:

Amy Kallander – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:
George Kallander – Associate Professor

Book Review:

Osamah Khalil – Assistant Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Book Review:

Andrew Lipman – Assistant Professor

Article:

Laurie Marhoefer – Assistant Professor

Book Chapter:

Gladys McCormick – Assistant Professor

Book Chapter:
**Dennis Romano** – Dr. Walter Montgomery and Marian Gruber Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Online Bibliography:**

**Martin Shanguhyia** – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Junko Takeda** – O’Hanley Faculty Scholar; Associate Professor

**Articles:**

“Silk, Calico and Immigration in Marseille: French Mercantilism and the Early Modern Mediterranean” Special Issue: Merkantilismus, Wiederaufnahme einer Debatte, *Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte* B228 (Stuttgart, March 2014), 241-263.

**Margaret Susan Thompson** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**

Book Reviews:

Political Science

Kristi Andersen – Chapple Family Professor of Citizenship and Democracy

Book Chapter:

Book Review

Mehrzad Boroujerdi – O’Hanley Faculty Scholar; Professor

Article:


Keith Bybee – Paul E. and Hon. Joanne F. Alper ’72 Judiciary Studies Professor

Article:

Matt Cleary – Associate Professor

Book Review:
Elizabeth Cohen – Associate Professor

Article:

Bruce Dayton – Research Assistant Professor

Book Chapter:

Gavan Duffy – Associate Professor

Article:

Colin Elman – Associate Professor

Book:

Articles:


Miriam Elman – Associate Professor

Book:
Book Chapters:


Margarita Estevez-Abe – Associate Professor

Article:

Chris Faricy – Assistant Professor

Article:

Shana Kushner Gadarian – Assistant Professor

Articles:


**Dimitar Gueorguiev** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**

**Margaret Hermann** – Gerald B. and Daphna Cramer Professor of Global Affairs

**Book Chapters:**


**Article:**

**Seth Jolly** – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**


Thomas Keck – Michael O. Sawyer Chair of Constitutional Law and Politics; Associate Professor

Book:  

Ralph Ketcham – Professor Emeritus

Book Chapter:  

Audie Klotz – Professor

Article:  

Daniel McDowell – Assistant Professor

Article:  
“Redback Rising: China’s Bilateral Swap Agreements and RMB Internationalization.”  
*International Studies Quarterly*, published online November 15, 2014 (with Liao, Steven).

Mark Rupert – Professor

Book Chapter:  

Anoop Sadanandan – Assistant Professor

Article:  
Hans Peter Schmitz – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:

Book Reviews:


Yüksel Sezgin – Assistant Professor

Book:

Article:

Brian Taylor – Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:
Laurence Thomas – Professor

Article:

Stuart Thorson – Donald P. and Margaret Curry Gregg Professor

Articles:

Public Administration and International Affairs

Shena Ashley – Assistant Professor

Edited Book:

Book Chapters:


Article:


William Banks – Board of Advisors Distinguished Professor

Book:

Book Chapter:

Article:
Robert Bifulco – Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**

**Articles:**


Stuart Bretschneider – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor for Teaching Excellence

**Conference Proceeding**

Leonard Burman – Paul Volcker Chair in Behavioral Economics

**Book Chapter:**

**Article:**


**Magazine Article:**
Thomas Dennison – Professor of Practice

Article:

Sarah Hamersma – Assistant Professor

Article:
“Temporary Help Work: Compensating Differentials and Multiple Jobs.” Industrial Relations, 53(1):72–100 (with Carolyn Heinrich and Peter Mueser)

Yilin Hou – Professor

Book:

Articles:


W. Henry (Harry) Lambright – Professor

Books:

**Book Chapters:**


**Jesse Lecy** – Assistant Professor

**Articles:**


**Leonard Lopoo** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**


**John McPeak** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Article:**
"The Role of Livestock Mobility in the Livelihood Strategies of Rural Peoples in Semi-Arid West Africa". *Human Ecology, 42*:231-247 (with Matthew Turner and Augustine
Ayantunde)


**Brief:**

**Ines Mergel** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**


**Conference Proceedings:**


**Reports:**

“Social Media Technologies in Local Emergency Management: Results from Central New York”, online: [http://sotechem.syr.edu/](http://sotechem.syr.edu/)
Tina Nabatchi – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**


Rebecca Peters – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

David Popp – Professor

**Articles:**
“Necessity as the Mother of Invention: Innovative Responses to Natural Disasters,” Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, 68(2): 280-295 (with Qing Miao)


Amy Ellen Schwartz – Moynihan Chair of Public Affairs

**Book Chapters:**

**Articles:**


**Peter Wilcoxon** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**


**Douglas Wolf** – Gerald B. Cramer Professor of Aging Studies

**Articles:**

“Is There a Tradeoff Between Parent Care and Self-Care?” *Demography*, 51:1251-1270 (with K. Arora).

“An Evaluation of Recent Old-Age Policy Innovations in South Korea.” *Research on Aging*, 36: 707-730 (with H.S. Lee)


“The Continuum of Disability over the Lifespan: The Convergence of Aging with Disability and Aging into Disability.” *Disability and Health Journal* 7 (Supplement), S1-S3 (with D. Monahan)

**John Yinger** – Trustee Professor

**Articles:**


“Hedonic Estimates of Neighborhood Ethnic Preferences.” *Public Finance Review* [http://pfr.sagepub.com/content/early/2014/02/14/1091142113520562.full.pdf+html](http://pfr.sagepub.com/content/early/2014/02/14/1091142113520562.full.pdf+html)
Public Affairs

Allan Mazur

Articles:

"Identification of Visual Paternity Cues in Humans," Biology Letters, 10(4) (with Alexandra Alvergne, Fanny Perreau, Ulrich Mueller, Michel Raymond)
Sociology

**Marjorie DeVault** – Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Article:**

**Dawn Dow** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**

**Cecilia Green** – Associate Professor

**Article:**

**Madonna Harrington Meyer** – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor for Teach Excellence

**Book:**
**Book Chapter:**

**Prema Kurien** – Professor

**Articles:**


**Andrew London** – Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**


**Amy Lutz** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**
“University Completion among Children of Immigrants” *Unequal Attainments: Ethnic Educational Inequalities in Ten Western Countries*. Eds. Anthony F. Heath and Yaël

**Articles:**


**Yingyi Ma** – O’Hanley Faculty Scholar; Associate Professor

**Article:**


**Gretchen Purser** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**


**Book Reviews:**


**Rebecca Schewe** – Assistant Professor

**Articles:**

Diversity in Agricultural Technology Adoption: How are Automatic Milking Systems Used and to What End?" *Agriculture and Human Values* (with D. Stuart)


**Merril Silverstein** – Marjorie Cantor Endowed Professor in Aging

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**


**Janet Wilmoth** – Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Articles:**